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I _ INTRODUCTION 
Let I7 be a real reflexive Banach space whose dual will be denoted by J-‘. 
Suppose {X6: 0 < E < ~a} is a family of closed, convex subsets of T’ and, for 
each E, A, is a pseudomonotone operator from X, into I”. Let E, E 9( V, V') 
be nonnegative and suppose -A is a linear operator in J’ which generates a 
continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators on V. Suppose further that 
&‘I: D(A, C’) 4 I/’ is nonnegative and compatible with X, in the sense of 
H. Brezis [l]. Let fE E 1”. We consider the variational inequality 
U,E-%, 
(fc - A,u, - E,Aa,c - u,) < 0, va E x, n Lqn, Jf). 
(1.1) 
(D(A, J’) is the domain of the infinitesimal generator -A in J-.) The purpose 
of this paper is to show that u, converges to a solution of the variational 
inequality 
21 E A-, 
(f--4u-E&v-u)<O, vc E x n q/l, J'), 
(1.2) 
provided the data in (1.1) converges to the data in (1.2) in some suitable 
sense. More precisely, we obtain the weak convergence of U, to u in I’ and 
(AEUE - Au, u, - u) --+ 0. While one might search for stronger convergence 
results, the main point of this paper is to determine those conditions on the 
perturbations which permit the conclusions just stated, in particular, to 
determine in what manner ‘4, should converge to 9 and XG converge to S. 
Our results apply both to stationary problems (A = 0) and nonstationary 
ones. In the stationary case they generalize some results of U. Mosco [IO, 11-J. 
The nonstationary problems include standard evolutionary problems 
(EC = E = I) as well as a variety of nonstandard ones. The problems may 
also be “degenerate” as we do not assume that E, or E is invertible. In the 
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case A = d/dt, we allow the convex sets to depend on t, for example we may 
have 
X, = {w ELP(O, T; V): v(t) E 2X6(t) a.e.> 
where {Se(t): 0 < t < T} is a family of closed, convex subsets of the Banach 
space V. Here we have to assume, among other things, that each of the set 
valued mapping t + Se(t) is upper semicontinuous in order to assure the 
appropriate type of convergence of X, to X. 
Section 2.1 contains our hypotheses, some preliminary material and the 
statement of the main convergence result. In Section 2.2 we present sufficient 
conditions for the convergence hypotheses on ,4, and X, to be satisfied. 
Several examples are given. We show, for example, that if 
?~~(t) = {V E IVar(Q): \ grad U(V)\ < PC(t) a.e. in a>, 
S(t) = (w E W,,l(Q): I grad z(x)] < PO(t) a.e. in Q), 
if /$ and /3, are upper semicontinuous and if (BE - /I0 E La(O, T) and converges 
to zero in that space as E J 0, then X, --) X in the sense prescribed. 
The proof of the convergence theorem and some of its corollaries are given 
in Section 3. These results are applied in section 4 to the case where A = d/dt, 
A, corresponds to a second order elliptic partial differential operator in a 
bounded open set Q, E, corresponds to a second order nonnegative operator 
and 
Xc(t) = {w E W(Q): w > PC(t) a.e. on 8.Q). 
In this way we obtain a perturbation result for the problem 
(a/at) (4, + 4) ur + (4 + ~~4~) u, =.fc in S2 x (0, T), 
ur 3 Is, > u, 3 0, (u, - FE) UE = 0 on as-2 x (0, T), 
(E,, + cE1) u,(x, 0) = 0 in 9, 
au --!- + ls) (x,0) =0 
aVEo 
on aL2, 
1 
where the Ai (resp., Ei) are second order elliptic (resp., nonnegative) dif- 
ferential operators in Sz, 
and ajavA,, , a/a vEA are the conormal differential operators corresponding to 
the operators Ai , E, . 
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We remark that we do not consider in this paper the more difficult problem 
of singular perturbations. To treat such problems we should consider the 
variational inequality (1.1) in a space V, which is continuously embedded in 
V. For a comprehensive treatment of such problems, especially as they 
relate to linear partial differential equations and inequalities, we refer to [7]. 
For singular perturbations in linear elliptic variational inequalities see also [4] 
where the question of the boundary layer phenomenon is also studied. 
2.1. HYPOTHESES AND PRELIMINARIES 
A will denote a linear operator in V with domain D(d; V). For each 
E > 0, EC E U(V, v’), X, is a closed, convex subset of V, A, is a mapping 
from X, into V’ which may be nonlinear andf, E v’. The quantities E, A, X 
and f in (1.2) are identified with E, , A, , X,, and f. , respectively. 
We assume the following: 
(2.1) -A is the generator of a continuous semigroup {G(h): h > 0) of 
bounded linear operators on V. 
(2.2) For each E > 0 there exists 0~~ ER with (9) bounded such that 
(1 - (Y&i) (I + SA)-1 xc c x, ) V8 > 0 sufficiently small. 
(2.3) For each E 3 0, 
(-%v, v) 2 0, vv E v, 
(WV, v) t 0, VZJ E qn, V). 
(2.4) For each E > 0, A, is pseudomonotone. 
(2.5) A is strictly monotone and coercive, that is, there exists v, E X n 
D(A, V) such that 
lim (A’, V - V~) 
Ivlv- lvlv 
= +co. 
VEX 
(2.6) {A,: E > 0} is uniformly bounded and uniformly coercive: (Uniformly 
bounded). For each bounded set B in V, UC,,, A,(X, n B) is bounded 
in v’. 
(Uniformly coercive). There is a function y: Rf + R with 
y(r) -+ +co as Y + co and, for each E > 0, there exists v, E X, n 
D(A, V) with { 1 uE 1 V + j Av, 1 y} bounded such that 
‘““;*u”,, 4 > y(l v Iv), t/VEX,. 
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(2.7) CONVERGENCE HYPOTHESES. 
(i) ESv -+ Ev strongly in V’, VW E V. 
(ii) If u E X and {ui} is any jilter such that ui E Xi , ui + u weakly 
in V and 
then 
lim sup(Aiui , ui - u) < 0, 
(Au, 24 - 0) < lim inf(Aiui , ui - v), VW E x. 
(iii) Let XCR = X, n {v E V: 1 v jy < R} and set 
aR(X, , X) = max[sup dist(XG , o), sup dist(X, v)]. 
VEXR WEX~R 
Then 
lim uR(XE , X) = 0, 
F'O+ 
VR>O. 
(iv) fe 3 f strongly in V’. 
Remark 1. uR(XS , X) is the “local gap” between X, and X in the sense of 
T. Kato [5]; cf. U. Mosco [lo, 111. A somewhat weaker sense of convergence 
of X, to X, which may be described as follows, was introduced in [lo] in 
connection with perturbations of elliptic variational inequalities. Let 
s-liminfX,={vEV:v=s-limv,,v,EX,,V6>0} 
and 
w-lim sup X, = {v E V: v = w-lim vEk , v,~ E X,, , Vk, Ed 1 O}. 
Then X, converges to X in the sense of [lo] if 
s-lim inf X, = w-lim sup X, = X. w-9 
When V is finite dimensional, these two concepts of convergence coincide. 
Remark 2. Hypothesis (2.2) implies that A is compatible with each X, 
in the sense of H. Brezis [l], that is, the following is true: 
For each u E X, there exists {un} C X, n D(/1, V) such that u,-+ u 
strongly in V and 
lim sup(/lu, , II, - u) < 0. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume (2.1)-(2.3). Then E,A: D(A, IT)-+ V’ is compatible 
with X, , VE 3 0. 
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Proof. It suffices to take E = 0. Let u E X and set 
u, = (1 - cc/n) n(n1 + J-1 u. 
Then u, E X n D(A, V), u, + u and (l/n) Au, -+ 0 strongly in V. In 
addition 
(EAu, , u, - u) = -(l/n) (EAu, , ctu + AuJ 
= -(l/n) (EAu, , Au,) - (+) (EAu, , u) 
< -(a/n) (E/h, ) u) + 0. 
It follows from (2.1)-(2.6) and Lemma 2.1 that each of the problems (1.1) 
and (1.2) have solutions and, moreover, uniqueness holds for (1.2) by virtue 
of the strict monotonicity of A [l, Corollary 391. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assunze (2.1)-(2.7). Let u be the unique solution of (1.2) and, 
for each E, let u, be a solution of (1 .l). Then u, + u weakly in V and 
(.4,U, - Au, 24, - u) -+ 0. 
The proof is given in Section 3. 
Remark 3. (Regularity of the solution of (1.2.) Suppose A satisfies 
(2.1), (2.2) and in addition ---A generates a continuous semigroup of bounded 
operators in V’. Suppose E E ,E”(V, V’) is nonnegative and 
W(h) v, ~9 < (Ev, 4, VW E V, Vh > 0. 
Let ,4 be a bounded hemicontinuous mapping of V into V’ such that 
(Au-AAa,u-zg~c~u-v~;, vu, v E v, c > 0, 
G(s) Ae = A(G(s) v), VVEV, vs>o. 
In addition, assume there exists p > 0 such that 
G(h) ZJ + G*(h) v  - G*(h) G(h) v  + (,I - 1) v  E px, 
vo E x, Vh > 0. 
Then if f  E D(A, V’) the solution of (1.2) satisfies 
(f, z! - u) - (Au, v  - u) - (mu, e, - u) < 0, vv  E x. 
The proof of this follows exactly the proof of Theorem 2.9.7 of [6]. More- 
over, the same conclusion is valid with considerable weaker hypotheses (cf. 
[l, Theorem 481). 
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2.2. EXAMPLES 
In this section we present sufficient conditions in order that the conver- 
gence hypotheses (2.7)-(ii) and (2.7)-(iii) are satisfied. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume X, = X, that A: X--f V’ is pseudomonotone 
and B: X+ V’ is monotone. Then -4, = A + EB satisfies (2.7)-(ii). 
Proof. Suppose u, E X, u, --f u weakly in V and 
lim sup(A,u, , u, - u) < 0. 
Let w E X. We have 
hence 
(Au, > ur - v) = (A,u, , u, - v) - e(Bu, , u, - w) 
< (A,u, , u, - v) - E(Bw, u, - z)), 
and so 
lim sup(Au, , u, - v) < lim sup(A,u, , u, - V) 
lim sup(Au, , u, - u) < 0. 
Since A is pseudomonotone we have 
(Au, u - s) < lim inf(rlu, , u, - 21) 
< lim inf(A,u, , 24, - B), VVEX. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose A: X -+ V’ is monotone and hemicontinuous 
and that (AE: X, + V’} is a uniformly bounded family of monotone operators. 
Assume A, -+ A in the following sense: for each v  E X there exists {v~: v, E X,} 
such that v, --f v  strongly in V and Ap, + Av strongly in V’. 
Then (2.6)-(ii) is satisjed. 
Remark. Convergence of A, to A in the sense of the above proposition 
was introduced in [lo] in connection with perturbations of elliptic variational 
inequalities. 
Proof. Suppose u E X, u, E X, u, + u weakly in V and 
lim sup(A,u, , ur - u) < 0. 
Then 
lim sup(A,u, - Au, u, - u) < 0. 
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Let v  E X and choose 2: E ;k; such that v, ---f v  strongly in V’ and d,vG + Av 
strongly in V’. We have 
(AEU( - Av, 24, - v) = (A& - A,v, - ?I,) 
+ (ACUE - A,v, ) WE - v) + (AEVE - Av, 24, - v) 
3 (A& - &WC , v, - v) + (A&$ - Av, u, - v). 
Hence 
lim inf(d,u, - Av, u, - v) > 0, Qv E X. 
In particular 
(Ap, - -4u, u, - u) + 0 (2.9) 
and also 
lim inf(A,u, , u, - v) > (Av, u - v), Qv E X. (2.10) 
Letw~Xandsetv=Bu+(l-6)w,O<B<l.Thenfrom(2.10) 
(1 - 0) (Av, u - w) < lim inf[d(A,u, , u, - u) + (1 - 0) (Ap, , uE - w)] 
= (1 - 0) lim inf(A,u, , u, - w) 
because of (2.9). Divide by (1 - 0) and let 0 + 1. Since A is hemicontinuous 
we obtain 
(Au, u - w) < lim inf(A,u, , u, - w), QwEX. 
We now turn to the convergence hypothesis (2.7)-(iii). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let K be a closed, convex subset of V and {vE} C V be 
such that v, ---f v, strongly in V. Set Xc = K + v, , X = K + v,, . Then 
uR(XE , X) -+ 0 for every R > 0. 
Proof. One easily verifies 
~,(x,Ix)~Iv,--a,Iv, QR > 0. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let D C Rn with smooth boundary, set V = w(Q) and 
K=(~~~(~n):v>Oon~Q>. 
Let {we} C Wr(J2) such that vE + v,, strongly in VP(Q). Then 
K + 21, = X, = {v E W(Q): v  > 21, on &Q}, 
K + v. = X = {v E W(Q): v  > v. on &Q}, 
and uR(XE , X) - 0 for every R > 0. 
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EXAMPLE 2.2. Let I’ = W,l(Q) and 
K = {v E W,l(Q): v >, 0 a.e. in a}. 
If bJ3 c WOYQ) such that o, + v, strongly in W,l(Q) then uR(Xc, X) -+ 0 
for every R > 0, where 
X, = {v E W:(Q): v 3 vc a.e. in Q}, 
X = (v E W,l(Q): v >, v0 a.e. in Q}. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let 
X = {v E W:(Q): 1 grad v(x)1 < /?,, a.e. in a}, 
X, = {v E W:(Q): 1 grad v(x)\ < f16 a.e. in Sz}. 
If /?E-+&>O then uR(XF,X)+O, VR>O. 
Proof. u E X if and only if (rS,/&) u E X, , hence if v E X we have 
dist(v, X,> d $4 I v - (PE/PJ u Iw~(62) 
Similarly, if v E X, we have 
Thus 
In the next example we consider a situation in which the underlying domain 
Q undergoes perturbation. 
Let K be a compact subset of 52 and 1 < p < CO. The m, p-polarity of K 
relative to Sz is defined as 
(K),,, = inf{l+ (m,9: 4 E C,m(Q), 4(x) = 1 for x E K} (2.11) 
where the I . Irnsg norm is the usual norm in V = Wm+2). This concept 
was introduced by W. Littman in [9] in connection with the question of 
removable singularities for higher order partial differential equations. 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Let {Kc} be a family of compact subsets of B and set 
X, = W~pp(Q - KJ, 
x = w,“lyq. 
If (K&.1, + 0 then uR(XE , X) + 0 for every R > 0. 
Remarks. X, can be identified with the closure in X of all test functions 
in !J which vanish on K, . 
The concept of m,p-polarity is closely related to the concept of 
m, p-capacity of a compact set K C Q relative to Q. In the latter, the infimum 
in (2.11) is taken over all test functions 4 in 52 which satisfy $ 2 1 on K. 
The idea of m,p-capacity is in turn related to the convergence of Xc to X 
in the sense of (2.8). In fact, the following has been proved by U. Mosco 
[lo, Lemma 1.81: X, ---f X in the sense of (2.8) if and only if the m, p-capacity 
of K, n Q’ + 0 for every compact Q’ C Q. One can use this result (more 
precisely, the proof of the result) to deduce a partial converse of Proposition 
2.5, namely, if uR(XE , X) --f 0 for every R > 0 and if UK6 is contained in a 
compact subset of Q, then (KE),,1,0 + 0. 
Proof of Proposition 2.5. Since -U, C X f or each E > 0, we have to show 
that 
sup dist(v, Xc) + 0, VR>O. 
VEXR 
If (KE)m,p + 0, there is a family ($3 C Coa(Q) such that & = 1 on K, and 
I A LP +0as~~0.Letv~Xandsetv,==z~-~~v.Thenw~W,”~”(SZ-KE) 
and we have 
(for the last inequality see [3, Theorem 2.2.51; when p = 2, cf. [S, Lemma 
1.7. I]. Therefore 
uR(XEf X> < (c-t.) R I A lm.* - 0. 
The next example is useful when dealing with evolutionary variational 
inequalities. Let V be a real reflexive Banach space and ZFE and % be closed, 
convex subsets of V. To simplify the discussion we suppose %< C 3. Let 
l<p<co,O<T<coand 
P- = Lp(0, T; V‘), 
X, = (w c V: w(t) E LYE a.e.}, 
S = {v c 17: v(t) E X a.e.}. 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. Assume there exists ($}, {.y~} with /?, + 0, 0 < yE < 1, 
such that 
dist(v, Se) < B, I v I’$, VV ET. 
Then 
UR(X; , X) --+ 0 for every R > 0. 
Proof. We first note that the map v + dist(v, SE) of %’ into R+ is continu- 
ous. In fact, one easily verifies 
1 dist(v, %J - dist(zu, %,)I < ( v - w 190 . 
It follows that dist(v( .), SC) E Lp(O, T) for each v E I’. 
We next show that 
dist(v, X,) = [ir ( dist(v(t), ~J/P dr]“‘, vv E v. (2.12) 
In fact, since X, is a closed, convex subset of a reflexive Banach space, for 
each v E P7 there exists w, E Xc such that 
dist(v, X,) = 1 a - w, 1 r = [I’ I v(t) - W,(~)lP qp 
z [Lr 1 dist(v(t), %,)I” dt]“‘. 
Also, for almost all t there exists v,(t) E 5Yc such that 
dist(v(t), %J = ( v(t) - v,(+- . 
Suppose for the moment that v is countably valued. We may then suppose 
that v, is also countably valued. Since 
I v,(W < I VW- + WV(t), XJ 
we conclude that vG e X, . Hence 
dist(v, X,) < 1 v - v, I y == [l0r 1 dist(v(t), 9YJ\p dt]“‘. 
Equation (2.12) is therefore proved for countably valued v E I’. For an 
arbitrary v E I’, choose a sequence (03 C V of countably valued functions 
such that v, -+ v in V. Then dist(v, , X,) + dist(w, X,) by virtue of the 
continuity of the map v + dist(v, X,), and writing d = dist, 
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d(v, X,) = lip d(v, , Xc> = li,m I d(zm(.), ~JL.s,O,TJ 
= I db4.h ~JLwJ,T) 
and (2.12) is proved. 
From (2.12) and the hypothesis we deduce 
Since X, C X we conclude that 
uR(Xc , X) < ,!3ET(1-yE)‘” ] R IyE -+ 0. 
Remark. We note that the hypothesis of Proposition 2.6 is satisfied by all 
of the previous examples of this section. Also, this proposition admits a 
converse, namely, if uR(XE , X) + 0 for every R > 0 then uR(9YE ,a) -+ 0 
for every R > 0. In fact, from (2.12) one obtains 
The last example can be extended to certain situations in which the convex 
sets depend on t. Let {SE(t): 0 < t < T) be a family of closed, convex 
subsets of V and similarly for {x(t): 0 < t < T}. We suppose ZE(t) C 3”(t) 
for each t. Define V as above and 
Xc = {w E V: o(t) e ZJt) a.e.}, 
X = (w E V: w(t) cz S(t) a.e.}. 
Also, for any subset S C V we define 
I,S = {V E V: dist(S, V) < p}. 
We suppose that (%Jt): 0 < t < T) and (Z(t): 0 < t < T} are upper semi- 
continuous on (0, T) in the following sense: 
For each t, E (0, T) and p > 0 there exists S(t,, , p) > 0 such that 
1 t - to I < 6 and t E (0, T) implies Z(t) CI,%(t,). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Assume that each of the mappings t -+ T(t), t + XC(t) 
(C > 0) is upper semicontinuous on (0, T). Assume further that for almost all 
t E (0, T) 
WV, Xc(t)) < Be(t) I v 1; , VW E T-(t), 
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zchere 0 < yE < 1 and BE E L”(0, T). I f  IgE + 0 in Lm(O, T) then uR(Xc , X) + 0 
for every R > 0. 
Proof. The proof consists mainly of the establishing of the appropriate 
extension of (2.12), namely 
dist(v, X,) = [l 1 dist(v(t), xE(t))lP dt]‘lr, Qv E LT. (2.13) 
Furthermore, (2.13) can be proved in essentially the same way as (2.12) 
provided the following lemma is established. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let t--f v(t) be a strongly measurable map of (0, T) into Y 
and define v,(t) E 9Yc(t) (Imipely) by 
dist(v(t), X<(t)) = 1 v(t) - v,(t)l$- . 
Then the map t + v,(t) is strongly measurable. 
The proof of this lemma will be given in the appendix. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let V = IV(Q) and 
ZE(t) = {w E Y: v  3 q(t) a.e. on &Q}, 
S(t) = {v E V: w 3 v,(t) a.e. on %Q} 
where 
v&h v,(t) E W(Q) for all t E (0, T). 
Suppose v,,(t) < o,(t) for all t E (0, T) and almost all x E asZ and that 
(i) v, - q, EL”(O, T; V(Q)) an d converges to zero in that space; and 
(ii) v, and v, are lower semicontinuous with respect to t E (0, T), 
almost uniformly on aQ. This means, for the function v, for example, that 
for every t, E (0, T) and every p > 0 there exists S(t, , p) > 0 such that 
[ t - t, 1 < 6 implies 
q(h) G v,(t) + p a.e. on asr. 
The hypotheses of Proposition 2.7 are satisfied. In fact, for every a E X(t), 
We show that Xc(t) (for example) is upper semicontinuous on (0, T). By a 
change of variable we may assume meas(J2) ,< 1. Let t, E (0, T), p > 0 and 
S(t, , p) be chosen according to (ii) above. Then I t - t, I < 8 implies 
ZJt) C {w E V: v 3 z;(tJ - p a.e. on a.01 = S, . 
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If v E S, then w = v + p E se(to) and 
that is, S, C I,xJt,,). 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let Y = W,‘(l2), 
.~3Fc(t) = (2~ E 9”: D > zTc(t) a.e. in Q}, 
X(t) = {v E 9’: v > v,(t) a.e. in Q} 
where q,(t), zj,(t) < W,,‘(Q) f or all t E (0, T). Suppose v,(t) < z.,(t) for all 
t E (0, 2’) and almost all N E Q and that 
(i) z: - zqo sL”(O, T; W&Q)) an d converges to zero in that space; and 
(ii) v0 and ve are lower semicontinuous with respect to t E (0, T), 
almost uniformly on Sz. 
One then verifies as in the last example that the hypotheses of Proposition 
2.7 are satisfied. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Y = Wo1(i2), 
X<(t) = {w E 9’“: 1 grad z(.~)/ < /3Jt) a.e. in Q>, 
Z(t) = {v E V: 1 grad v(x)~ < P,,(t) a.e. in a} 
where /3,,(t), PC(t) are real valued functions which satisfy /&o(t) > PC(t) > 0 
for all t and also 
(9 (PO - AE)/Po EL”@, T) and converges to zero in that space; and 
(ii) jgE and & are upper semicontinuous. 
Then the hypotheses of Proposition 2.7 are satisfied. In fact, if 21 E Z(t) then 
To prove the upper semicontinuity of .5?(t), say, we first note the well know 
fact that 
where K is independent of v. Thus by a change of independent variable 
we may suppose that every function which satisfies an inequality of the form 
I grad 441 < K. a.e. in J-2 
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also satisfies 
Let t, E (0, T) and p > 0. There exists 8(t, , p) > 0 such that ( t - t, 1 < 6 
implies 
Bo(4J 2 &l(t) - P- 
Thus 1 t - t, 1 < 6 implies 
Z(t) C {v E Y‘: / grad U(X)\ < /$(to) + p a.e. in Q> = S, . 
If 2: ES, we have 
Thus S, C I$( t,). 
3.1. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. 
We first prove 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume (2.7)-(iii). If (u,} is such that u, E Xn and u,, -+ u 
weakly in F’ as ‘7 JO then u E X. 
Proof. The proof of a somewhat different version of this lemma is given 
in [lo, Lemma I .l] and goes as follows: Let R be such that I u, 1 V -5, R for 
all 7. Then u, E X,,R for every 7. Since uR(X,, , X) -+ 0, if p > 0 is given we 
have dist(u,, , X) < p for all sufficiently small 7. Thus all such u,, belong to 
the closed, convex set 1,X and, therefore, u EI,X for every p > 0. Thus 
11 E x. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1, From (2.6) we obtain 
I u, I I’ 74 UC IY) G (&4 ! UC - 4 
< (fc - K4 I 4 - 4 
< (Ifc Iv’ + I -wh Iv) 1% -z’, Iv. 
?Ve deduce from (2.7)-(i) and the uniform boundedness theorem that 
sup I E, lvw.v~) < +a, E (3.1) 
409/55/2-S 
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hence 
{u,} is therefore bounded in V and we may suppose that u, converges weakly 
in V to some element w. It remains to show that w = u, that is, that w is a 
solution of (1.1). 
Lemma 3.1 shows that zu E X. Let R > 1 w 1 V and choose q(R) I 0 such 
that 
UR(-K, 9 X)<$, k = 1, 2,.... 
Then for every v E XR there exists ~1~~ E XC, satisfying 
1 
I v,, - v I v < - 1 k 
k = 1, 2,.... (3.2) 
Let v E XR n D(A, I/) and vEs E XGk be chosen according to (3.2). Set 
WQ = (1 - @9/Z) kll”(kl/” + A)-’ v,~ . 
Then w,,. E XC, n D(A, L’) according to (2.2) and, using (3.2) 
Z&k - z strongly in F’. 
In addition 
Aw,~ = (1 - ~+M$~) k’l”(k1/2 + (1)-l /Iv 
+ (1 - cir,/klp) klWl(kl~” + A)-l (v,~ - v). 
Writing A(kliz + (1)-l = 1- k112(k11z + A)-’ we have from (3.2) 
(3.3) 
[ kl@A(kl/2 + A)-1 (z& - v)I y < (const.) K1b 1 v,,, - v 1 y < s . (3.4) 
It follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that 
AeL’Ek - Aa strongly in V. 
We now put E = l D and z.1 = w,~ in (1.1) and obtain 
(A,,u,, 9 q - we,.) < (h, - E&q 7 z‘,,. - =LJ 
Using (3.1) we have 
liyy(&,~,k , u+ -v)<((f-EAv,w-za), vu E XR n @A, r). 
(3.5) 
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Let {w,> be a regularizing sequence for w with respect to EA, that is, 
W, E X n Dpl, V), w, + w strongly in I’ and 
li~~s~p(Erlw, , w, - w) < 0. 
Since / w IV < R we may assume w, E XR n D(ll, V). Replacing v  in (3.5) 
by w, , estimating in a straightforward way (cf. [l, 1431) and passing to the 
Iimit as 1z + u3 we obtain 
By (2.7)-(ii) we may conclude 
(Jw, w - v> < liF+$f(A,ku,r , u,,. - v), Qv E X. 
Thus from (3.5) we obtain 
(Aw, w - v) < (f - EAv, w - u), QV E XR n D(A, V). 
Since R > ) w IV is arbitrary we conclude that w = u. 
The last statement of the theorem follows from the easiIy derived estimates 
and 
3.2. SOME SPECIAL CASES 
EXAMPLE 3.1. In the stationary case (fl = 0) it is easy to check that 
hypothesis (2.7)-(“‘) 111 concerning the way X, converges to X may be weakened 
to (2.8). We therefore obtain the conclusions of Theorem 2.1 for the problems 
(I6 - -%% 9 v  - 24,) < 0, Qv E X, , 
(f - Au, v  - u) .< 0, Qv E X 
under hypotheses (2.4)-(2.6) (2.7)-(ii), (iv) and (2.8). Theorem 2.1 as 
applied to the stationary case therefore generalizes a result of U. Mosco [lo] 
in which hypothesis (2.7)-(ii) is replaced by convergence of A, to A in the 
sense described in Proposition 2.2. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Assume V is densely and continuously embedded in a 
real Hilbert space H and that -A generates a continuous semigroup of 
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contractions on H. Let E, = E = injection of K into F”. The conclusions 
of Theorem (2.1) apply to the problems 
(.f, - A$, - Lb, ZJ - 24,) << 0, VU E Xc n D(A, H), (3.6) 
(f - ;2u - Aa, T - 24) .< 0, VC E X n D(A, H) (3.7) 
under hypotheses (2.1) (2.2), (2.4)-(2.6) and (2.7)-(ii), (iii) and (iv). That 
(3.6) (resp., (3.7)) is equivalent to (I .l) (resp., (1.2)) in this case can be 
seen by approximating z E Xc n D(A, H) by 
Z’ n = (1 - c&) n(d + A)-l Z’ E Xc n D(A, T-) 
and then passing to the limit in (I. 1) (resp., (1.2)). 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Suppose L E U( V, L”) is nonnegative and satisfies 
(Lb, q 3 0, vv  E D(A, T’). 
Then the conclusions of Theorem 2.1 apply to the problems 
(.fE - il& - rLAv, 2’ - u,) < 0, VU E ;k; n D(A, I’), 
(f - Au, Z’ - 24) < 0, Va E x 
under hypotheses (2.1) (2.2), (2.4)-(2.6) and (2.7)-(ii), (iii) and (iv), 
EXAMPLE 3.4. With the same hypotheses as in Example 3.2, one obtains 
from Theorem 2.1 a convergence result for the problems 
(fE - ‘4& - /Iv - cL(lzr, Z’ - 24,) :< 0, VC E & n Dpl, I-), 
(f - Au - (Iv, ZI - 24) < 0, VU E X n D(A, H). 
EXAMPLE 3.5 (Evolutionary problems). Let X’ be a real Hilbert space and 
V” be a reflexive Banach space which is densely and continuously embedded 
in X, so that ,I’- C 9 C V’ as usual. Let p > 2, 0 < T < oc, and 
V = Lp(O, T; F) C H = L2(0, T; X) C v’ == Lp’(0, T; Y-‘) 
where l/p + I/p’ = 1. Let .5FJt) (G > 0, 0 < t < T) be closed, convex 
subsets of V which are increasing: 
X<(t) C T<(T) if t .<T, 
and suppose 
0 E n z-c(o). 
QO 
Let 
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X is identified with X,, . Let 
A = d/d& D(d, V) = {w: w, dw/dt E V, a(O) = O}. 
The semigroup generated by -A is given by 
[G(s) u] (t) = I;;@ - ‘1, ’ < t < T9 
3 O<t<s 
for every u E V and one easily verifies 
‘3s) Xc C -X , VE > 0. (3.8) 
(3.8) implies (2.2) with g = 0 [ 1, Proposition 421. 
Let c?~ E A?(Y, V”‘) be nonnegative and selfadjoint and suppose 
&,a 4 b,,v = bv strongly in V’ for every v E V. Define EC E Z( V, V’) by 
LW (4 = ~,@W)- ‘A is nonnegative and for every e, E D(A, V) we have 
(EJw, w) = lo’ (c$ 2, w) dt 
1 =- 
2 I oT $ (g&h v(t)) dt 1 
= &(cY,w(T), w(T)) > 0. 
(The parentheses on the right side indicate the scalar product in the Y/ - V 
duality.) Thus (2.3) is satisfied. In addition, E, satisfies (2.7)-(ii) by virtue 
of the dominated convergence theorem and the fact that 
s:p 18, I9W.7.‘) < co. 
Thus under the present hypotheses, the conclusions of Theorem 2.1 are 
valid for problems 
u,(t) E Xc(t) a.e., 
s 
’ (fc - A,u, - E,(dw/dt), w - u,) dt < 0, (3.9) 
0 
VVEX, such that dvldt E T,‘, w(0) = 0, 
and 
u(t) E X(t) a.e., 
c ‘(f-4 II - E(dw/dt), 2, - u) dt < 0, (3.10) ‘0 
VW E x such that dwldt E V, v(0) = 0 
provided, in addition, A, A, satisfy (2.4)-(2.6), (2.7)-(ii), X, satisfies (2.7)-(iii) 
(cf. Section 2.2) and fc -+ f strongly in W(0, T; V). 
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4. APPLICATION 
Let Sz be a bounded open set in Rn with smooth boundary I’. In the context 
of Example 3.5, set -t“ = JV(Q) and 
57((t) = (v E + “: 7.1 .> /3<(t) a.e. on aQ>. 
We suppose /3< E D(A, V) and is such that uR(XG , X) -+ 0 for every R > 0 
(cf. Example 2.3). In addition, we suppose that for almost all x E 82, 
j&(t) 3 /~JT) if t < 7. Then 
0 E (-J ~“$3, 2”Jt) C SC(~) if t > 7. 
f>O 
For each pair u, v E lVi(Q) and for k = 0, 1 set 
e,(u, v) = ~ j e~j(.r) ~ ~ dx + s, e,,“(x) uv dx, 
i,i=l R 
a,(t; u, z+ = jl j, ufj(t, x) g e dx + jQ a,k(t, x) uv dx. 
All of the coefficients are assumed to belong to L”((0, 7’) x Q) and we 
suppose 
k k 
eij = t?ji , ek(v, v) 2 0, vv E W’(Q), 
ak(t,v,v)>~k~v~?-, vu E W(Q), yk >o. 
Theorem 2.1 may then be applied to the problem 
U,EX,, 
v  - u,) dt - 
J 
b’ [ao(t, u, , v  - u,) + aa,@, u, , v  - u,)] dt 
T 
I[ ( dv - -0 eo dt’ v-u,)+te,(-$,v-q)]dt<O, 
Va E X, n D(A, V), (4.1) 
and it follows that u, converges strongly in Lr(O, T; wl(Q)) as E ---f 0, to the 
solution of the corresponding problem with E = 0 provided fC + f strongly 
in v’. 
We wish to interpret problem (4.1). T o simplify the discussion we suppose 
p = 2 and fE 6L2(G X (0, T)). Define operators A,, Ek by 
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These are continuous linear operators from V into L2(0, T; W-l(Q)). Also 
define 
where vd is the ith component of the exterior normal to r. These are continu- 
ous linear operators from V into L2(0, T; HW2(IJ) and we have the Green’s 
identities 
Ia v  - E,u dx = ek(u, v) - IQ $ . v  dr, 
L 
au 
In v  . A,u dx = a,@, u, v) - [ n 
‘I- OVAB 
*vdr, vu, v  E I-. 
Set E, = E, + cEl , A, = A, + eE1 and .Z = asZ x (0, T). We will show 
that (4.1) is formally equivalent to 
(a/a0 (Es4 + AA ==f< in Q x (0, T), (4.2) 
us 2 A ? UC 20, (uc - /3J U, = 0 on C, (4.3) 
e&4% u,(O)) = 0 (4.4) 
where 
Note that since e,(u, v) is a nonnegative, symmetric bilinear form on W(Q), 
(4.4) is equivalent to e,(u,(O), v) = 0, Vv E W,(Q), that is, 
E&x, 0) = 0 in Q, (au,javE,)(X,o) = 0 on r. 
Henceforth we will suppress the subscript E. Let u be a solution of (4.2)- 
(4.4). Equation (4.3) implies u E X. Multiply (4.2) by u and formally integrate 
by parts to obtain 
(Eu(T), u(t)) - Jo’ (Eu, u’) dt + j-’ a(t, u, u) dt - j-E . u dZ 
0 
= f (f, u) dt. 
I 
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(The parentheses in the first two terms indicate P(Q) scalar product and 
’ = d/k) The first two terms may be written 
e(u(T),u(T))-j~~u(T).u(T)dr--e(u(T),u(T))+j~~.u’d~ 
= + e(u(T), u(~)) - J; $ (2) - u dz. 
Therefore 
+ e(u(T), 423 + LT a@, % 4 dt - jz [-$ (El + $1 dZ 
(4.5) 
= 
J 
; (f, u) dt. 
Multiply (4.2) by z1 E X n D(A, V) and formally integrate by parts. There 
results 
(Eu(T), e(T)) - ~~ (Eu, v’) dt + jo= a(t, 21, v) dt - s, ~ . v  dI 
= oT (f, v) dt. 
s 
The first two terms may be written 
e(u(T), U(T)) - jr & U(T) V(T) dT - jam e(u, V’) dt + j, & * V’ dZ 
= e(u( T), v(T)) - joT e(u, v’) dt - jx g (&) . v  dZ 
so that 
449 6’7) + s,’ 4tj u, 4 dt - JOT e(u, 4 dt - IL [-& ($) + e] d2 
== or (f, v) dt 
.c 
VV E X n D(A, r.). (4.6) 
Subtract (4.5) from (4.6) to obtain 
1 (f, v  - u) dt - JOT a(t, u, v  - u) dt - [” e(v’, v  - u) dt 
= - + e@(T) - v(T), u(T) - z(T))- Jzo[$ (s) + $1 (v - u) dz 
<j- U(u-j3)dZ- /- U(v-/3)dZ<O, VvvXnn(A, v) 
z ‘2 
in view of (4.3). 
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Conversely, let u be a solution of (4.1). Then u 3 /3. Let v E 9(Q x (0, 7’)). 
It follows from (4.1) that 
joT (f, 4 dt - joT ~(4 U, w) + joT e ($ , U) dt 
< joT (f, 4 dt - j; a(t, u, u) dt 
for every such z’ and, therefore, 
joT (f, w) dt - jam a(t, u, ~) dt + jam e in , u) dt = 0, 
VW E 9yQ x (0, T)). 
Thus u is a solution of (4.2) in the sense of distributions and (a/i%) (Eu) E 
L2(0, T; FF(Q)). H ence Eu E C([O, T]; IV(Q)), that is, e(u(.), v) is con- 
tinuous for every zI E IVO’(Q). L t e us suppose that the map t-+ u(t) of 
[0, T] + IV(Q) is continuous with respect to the semiscalar product e(u, u) 
on lV(Q) (cf. R emark 3, Section 2.1). This will be the case in particular if 
$4 ~4 = (u, ZJ)~~~~,; or if e(u, 71) = 
r 
e(x) uv dx 
-l2 
with e(x) 3 0, a(t, u, 7~) is independent of t and f’ ~La(0, T;L2(Q)) (cf. [I, 
Theorem 561). 
We next show that u satisfies (4.4). Let z1 E C([O, 2’1, IV(Q)). Then 
e(u(O), v(0)) = F-2 IT ncnfe(u, v) dt. 
‘0 
Let un = n(n1 + A)-l u. Then u, E X n D(A, T;) and 
r T  1 = II e(u, - u, u, - u) dt + 0, ‘0 n I e(u,‘, u,,‘) dt --f 0 0 
(see the remark on p. 151 of [l]). Write 
IT neCnfe(u, w) dt = [’ ne-nte(u - u, , 71) dt + j’ Tze-l”te(u, , v) dt. (4.8) 
‘0 ‘0 0 
We have 
2 
ne-%(u - u, , TJ) dt 
r 
T  
< necnte(u - u,u - un) dt * 
I 
T  
ne-n* - e(w, w) dt (4.9) 
‘0 0 
1 
T  
,( Kn e(u - 4 , u - u,) dt 
‘0 
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where 
R = s”,p I’ ne-nte(v, v) dt < +co. 
0 
Suppose ~1’ gL2(0, T; W(Q)) and v(T) = 0. Then 
s 
T 
s 
T 
neente(q UJ dt = eent[e(v’, u,) + e(v, u,‘)] dt. (4. IO) 
0 0 
One easily verifies that 
In addition 
r 
T 
ecnfe(v’, u,J dt + 0. (4.11) 
‘0 
eente(u,,‘, un’) dt 1’ ne-“te(v, v) dt 
0 
(4.12) 
It follows from (4.7)-(4.12) that 
e(@), 4 = 0, vv E W(Q). 
Moreover, we have 
e(u,( T) - u(T), u,(T) - u(T)) + 0. (4.13) 
In fact, using the same argument as above 
s 
T 
nentt-T)e(u, , u,) dt 
0 
=r 
T 
nen(t-T)e(u, 
‘0 
- u, U, - U) dt + 2 1’ nentt-T)e(u, - u, u) dt 
0 
+ LT nen(t-T)e(u, u) dt -+ e(u( T), u(T)). 
On the other hand 
s 
T 
nen(f-T)e(u, , 
0 
UJ dt = e(u,(T), u,(T)) - 2 s,’ eaft-T)e(u,‘, u,) dt. 
But 
II‘ 
T  2 
en(t-T)e(u,‘, u,) dt 
‘0 
&- 
s 
T  
n 0 
enct-T)e(un’, un’) dt l JOT nen(t-T)e(u, , u,J dt + 0 * e(u( T), u(T)). 
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Therefore e(u,(T), u,(T)) -+ e(u(T), u(T)) and similarly e(u,(T), V) -+ 
e(u( T), V) for every z, E W(J2), from which (4.13) follows. 
Let h > 0. Then w = Xu, + (1 - h) /I E X n D(n, V). Put this w in (4.1) 
and then let n -+ co. After some computation we obtain 
(A - 1) lr (f, u - ,B) dt - (A - 1) jOr a(t, U, u - /3) dt - (A - 1) 10r e(u, j?) dt 
- &V - 1) e(4T), 4T)) + W - 1) e(V), P(T)) 
- :(A - 1)” e(iS(T>, B(T)) d 0. 
Divide by X - 1 and let h -+ 1 from above and below. There results 
F T (f> u ‘0 
- /3) dt - 1 a(t, u, u - p) dt - JbT e(u, j3’) dt 
= Se@40 40 - eW), P(V). 
(4.14) 
Let v E X n D(J, V), multiply (4.2) by v - p and formally integrate by 
parts: 
e(u(T), v(T) - B(T)) - joT 4,~ - P’) dt - jz & ($) (v - P) dz 
+ joT &, u, w - 18) dt - j, z (v - B) dZ 
= oT (f, TJ - ,8) dt. 
s 
It follows from (4.1) and (4.14) that 
Since this inequality is true for every 2’ E X n D(n, V) we may conclude 
Multiply (4.2) by zl - ,8 and formally integrate by parts. It then follows 
from (4.14) that 
.6M+&) +$J-+= 
= Mu(T), U(T)) - e(u(T), B(T)) + joT e(u, 8’) dt +loT a(t, u, u - PI dt 
- .: (f, u - /3) dt = 0. 1 
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Since each factor in the integrand on the left is nonnegative we have 
(g(z) +$)(u--/3) =0 on Z. 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. We give a proof which is adapted from the proof of a 
general result of Himmelberg, Jacobs and Van Vleck [2, Theorem 41 dealing 
with “selectors” in a Banach space. 
First we show that the map t -+ dist(v(t), 9YE(t)) is measurable. Assume to 
begin with that w(t) = u E Y. It then suffices to show that 
Ma = {t E K: dist(c, Xc(t)) < a} 
is closed for any real a and for any compact KC (0, T). 
Let (tn} C Ma such that t, - t, E K. Then 
1 ZI - z:(t,)lY. = dist(a, Sc(t,)) < a 
where nE(tn) E XE(t,). {I ~)~(t~)l: 71 = 1, 2,...} is therefore bounded and so 
q(tn,) converges weakly in %^ to some z0 E Y for some subsequence {Q. 
Let p > 0. By the upper semicontinuity of <‘R”,(t) we have w,(tn,) ~1,X~(t,,) 
for all sufficiently large k and, since IPTc(tO) is closed and convex. z+, E IOXE(tO). 
As p > 0 is arbitrary we conclude that 7.~~ E SE(tO). Thus 
hence t, E Ma . Thus dist(v, Se(t)) is measurable. 
For the general case choose a sequence {wn(t)> of countably valued functions 
such that w,(t) -+ w(t) strongly in Y” for almost all t. Then 
a,(t) = f zpxq(t) 
i=l 
where uin E Y, xE is the characteristic function of the set EC (0, T) and 
{,?$n}z”=, is a sequence of disjoint measurable sets such that uEl Ejn = (0, 2’). 
Therefore 
dist(v,(t), X<(t)) = 5 dist(erin, Z<(t)) xEin(t) 
i=l 
is measurable and 
I dist(s(t), SC(t)) - dist(#), %4t)>I ,< I dt) - 4% -+ 0 
for almost all t. Hence the map t + dist(o(t), Xc(t)) is measurable. 
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N’e nest show that wJ~(t) is weakly measurable on (0, T). We know that 
1 v,(t) - z!(f)\ is measurable and n(t) is strongly measurable. Thus for every 
7 > 0 there exists a compact set 1, C I = (0, 7’) such that meas(l - 1,J < 7, 
1 we(t) - z*(t)1 is continuous and v(t) strongly continuous on 1, . We wish to 
show that a,(t) is weakly continuous on 1, , Let t, E I,, , (tn} C I,, such t, -+ to . 
{I e,(t,)l: n = 1, 2,...} is bounded and therefore ~,(t,~) --f v,, E Y- weakly in ‘I’ 
for some subsequence (tn,}. Therefore ) wl),(t,) - w(tn,)l ---f I w,(t,) - o(t,)l 
and w,(tnk) - e(tn,) -+ u,, - er(t,) weakly in 9 . . Since w,(tnk) E XE(tnk) one 
may use the upper semicontinuity of 3YG(t) to show that z+ E 5YE(to). Therefore 
distt+J, xE(to)) = I $to) - 4to)l > I u. - $h)l 
which implies o. = w,(t,). It follows that w,(t) is weakly continuous on Z, . 
Since v  > 0 is arbitrary, we may conclude that w,(t) is weakly measurable on 
(0, T). To show that vu, is strongly measurable, it therefore suffices to show 
that z.1, is almost separably valued. 
Let {K,,: n = 1, 2,...} be a sequence of compact subsets of (0, T) such that 
V, is weakly continuous on each K, and meas(1 - uzzl K,) = 0. Then 
v,(K,J is separable in the induced weak topology of V. Let (yl , y3 ,...} 
be weakly dense in v,(K,) and set 1’ = span(y, , ye ,...}. Y is then separable 
in the norm topology and thus k’, the strong closure of I’ in ‘V, is norm 
separable. But s6(Kn) is contained in the weak closure (= strong closure) of 
I’, that is, o,(K,) C 7. Thus vJK,,J is norm separable. It follows that eE is 
almost separably valued. 
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